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CHArrtl 111: BASIC CONCEPTS IN THE ANALYSIS

OF VERBAL INTERACTION

3.0. Introduction

In this chapter I will present a series of concepts which

have been used to describe verbal interactions. Hie chapte: is

divided into two cleat sections in order to differentiate between

those concepts used to segment and f d structure in interaction,

and those which have been suggested as tools for explaining

interactional phenomena. I will call the first group descriptive

and the second explanatory. It is important to say, hcwever, that

this divisor; is somewhat artificial since any analysis attempting

to give a full account of verbal interaction requires both types of

concepts.

The purpose of this review is to furnish the necessary

background to understand the way in which the different

concepts will be used in the analysis of the data. The concepts

that are included in this chapter ire not intended to exhaust toe

list of possible analytical tools to «uay verbal interaction. 1 nave

only included those which have been found necessary in trying
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m explain (te conversational phenomena which appear in the

interactions analyzed.

The first group of concepts can all be identified with units

of talk proposed by tilt different approaches that have been

presentid ia the previous chapter. The emphasis on the search

for patterns and structures can be justified from an

epistemológica! point of view, arguing that it is a natural

tendency of human beings to devise patterns and structures in

order to cope with variety of experience and be able to

generalize in our conception and understanding of the world

(Piaget 1954, 1977; Evans 1973). Grimshaw (1974: 423*4)

appeals to the object of any scientific task and, in particular,

that of the linguist:

Research is facilkated through the narrowing of problem* (we
inow what and what MI to look for), (...). Fornulization reveals
pallet*» «moag other doauios »ad system*, m for cumple Ike
pouibiliiy thai iieiMir type» of rule» operate ia linguistic,
MKtological tad tocio!iagui»lic tytteaM. There are pouibilitiet for
a uaified tacoty of kwaaa behaviour.

Dealing with units of talk, however, poses three important

problems which haw not been clearly solved: segmentation,

classification and type-token relation (Talbot and Cameron

(1987; 12-14). In the first place there is the problem of

establishing clear boundaries between units. The most important

dilemma in this aspect is whether to use categories which are

meerungï'ul to the users of the language (i.e. emic), or a priori

categories devised by the analyst to facilitate description and
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comparison (i.e. ètic). Secondly, ihc problem of classification

te M «to with the particular conception of the analyst about the

necessary requirements in terms of constituents that make one

unit. The third problem is related to the different possibilities

in which the same stretch of talk can be interpreted from the

point of meaning and function.

I have coined the expression explanatory concepto to refer

to all those methodological toóte which appear in the literature

with the aim of interpreting particular phenomena rather than

describing the syntagmatic structure of verbal interaction in the

same way the sentence has been described. The incorporation of

this second group of concepts seems to respond to the idea that

the analysis of formal features of discourse does not necessarily

revea< structure. In order to make full sense of discourse it is

necessary to appeal not only to the speaker's intentions but also

to processes of construction and deconstruction of meaning

about the world and about society. The problem is not one of

having to decide between using one method or another but

rather integrating both of them in order to give i complete

account of interaction. Gumperz (1989- 1-2) reflects the issue

very clearly:

(...) b) treating verb»! eichaages as involving cooiecuali/alion
bucd, oa-tiat, diicourtc level iricreacieg rathe« tku iusl
coKcnuMini un Kfilvkto cf sequcali«! organize toa acrats
ipeecb exciuagu, we c«a ¡alégrale wkM a> be»' ¡a tuck divergea'
•pproacae» (Mo • oore geaeral theory of ccaverwiiioaal
iafercace. §«GB a ibcory shoeUi ea«blc w to »how how
granautical baowledge me kaowku|c cf luagungc wage and
rhclorical coaveaiiou eaier iolo the coadiict of
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3.1. Descriptive concepts

3.1.1. Speech evtit'inttractloi>«acottMter

Hie use I make of three different names to denot« the

same unit is meant to stress the integrating nature of thb study.

The unit I refer to indistinctly with any of the three tap can he

defined in tbe following way: a ,'itualizcd verbal activity of an

interactive nature through which the members of a social group

come into contact and attempt to achieve their goals.

The first part of the definition stresset tbe ritualistic

aspects ot language use. Tbe notion of ritual involves an agreed

recognition by the members of a social group that the activity

has a significance beyond the mere exchange of information,

thereby, affecting the social network of the human group. The

other aspect of the notion is that the success or failure of the

activity depends on the accomplishment of a more o¿ le«

well-defit:-cd series of steps.

The philosopher Wittgenstein, with his notion cf "language

fames* was one of thj tint to suggest the relevance of the ritual

organisation of language in order to get to the meaning of



Mstetf words, la Wittgenstein's woids, "only someone who

already knows how w do something with it can significantly ask

• name" (Wittgenstein 1958: IS). According to bin a verbal

ejpericnce does not exist in isolation but as part of the infinite

variety of combinations that human beings make when they

come into contact.

Further support for a ritualistic conception of language use

is provided by Goffman (1967). in hi» attempt to explain the

conduct of participants of an interaction he resorts to the idea

that human beings in any society learn to behave socially by

paying attention to the everyday rituals.

If pe r MM» have a univcrul buouta aaibre, they themselves «re oof
lo be iookcd to for aa eiplaaalioa of it. One oust look niter to
the fact thai societies everywhere, if the« arc lo be societies, uusi
mobilize their members at sclf-regulaliag participial* ia social
encounters. One way of •obilíà·f the iadividual for Ibis purpose
ia through ritual; be it taught to be perceptive, lo htve ficlingi
aiiacbcd to lelf and a self expressed through face, to have pride,
tenor, aad dignity, lo have cuaskkraieaess, lo have lad aad a
certain cmouat of pone (Goffnaa 1967. 44)

The second part of the definition emphasizes the

interactive nature of talk and the fact that meaning is

cooperatively constructed His is one of the b&stc tenets of

conversation analysts:

(...) properties of social life which turn objective, tactual, and
iraaiforoalHrful, an actually auaagcd ëccomplubaients or
«chirveneau of local processes (ZiaBiaernan IfTï 11)

Grietan pragmàtics (G r ice 1975) are also based en the ides

of a joint consti üction of meaning. The basic premjst of the
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re««archctt wrt-;.ng te this u chat th< coromunicttive

intentions of on« of îhc partie* ta the conversation can only be

inferred through the active cooperation of the other party awl

their common use of i set of maxims which form oart of what u

known as the Cooperative Principle of conversation.

There we stil! otter approaches (e.g. Gumperz 1989)

which emphasize the cooperative nature of talk. According to

Gumperz the interpretation of situated talk is always a nutter of

"hypothesis-like tentative assessments of communicative intent"

(1989: 1) by the listener of what the speaker is trying to convey.

These hypotheses are based on extralinguistic knowledge of the

world as well as previous experience of language use

The third part of the definition is intended to account for

the transactional aspects of talk. It is by means of talk that the

members of a social group fulfill their needs and succeed in

having an effect of some kind either on the outside world or on

the interpersonal world of the participants (Cheepen 1988: 3).

This b an important consideration to bear in mind especially

when dealing with clearly institutionalized transactions, in which

the social position of the participants and their respective goals

can enter into conflict very easily.

The gcals of the participants are not only important from

the point of view of their future relationship *ith the world, but

also at» constraints on the definition of the event involving talk.

Goals are alto a useful tool for the researcher to integra'e the
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notion of intention or illocutionary uf M utterance into •

larger analytical framework.

3.1JL Topic

He concept of topic is a common feature of the different

approaches to the analysis of verbal interaction, and this is so in

spite of the difficulties of the analyst in establishing clear

boundaries between topics. The fact that in spite of analytical

difficulties researchers still resort to the notion of topic could

be explained by saying that it is one of the few notions which

participants in an interaction are aware of in order to organize

it and evaluate it. Orletti (1984: 52) points out this fact:

We may therefore conclude that conversation it, in terms of
aicafivc awareness of the imputants, «n exchange of

information about topics which develop non-raodonly.

Since topic is a category which is clrrely connected with

toe speaker's orientation in an interaction, CA is one of the

approaches that has analyzed it in more detail1. What interests

CA in connection with topic is (i) how topics are selected, (ii)

tu< procedures people use in order to define and organize the

topics of an interaction and (iii) how topical coherence is

1 See for instance Jeffcnoa (1972,1984)
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achieved. For CA topic to • category which Mb between those

oí conversation and vam and, therefore, it to extremely useful

for eiplaining certain phenomena which cannot be explained

looking exclusively at the sequence of turns.

DA has atoo considered the relevance of topic is one of the

basic tools for discovering »imoure in interaction. Thus,

Remi-Giraud (1987: 57-60) points out that in order to classify

the different types of exchanges one must go beyond the idea of

functional matching and advocate the notion of topic:

(...) ¡l K suffit pas, pour définir l'échange, de dire qu'il c»i U
plut petite unité dialógale ou conversationnelle; encore faul il
ajouter qu'il est la plus petite unité thématique et non-pas
seuloent fonctionnelle (...). Nous distinguerons duna l'unité
dialógale fooctionnelle, qui est en quelque sorte la cellule de tase
de tout échange et de tout dialogue de l'unité dialógale
thématique qui englobe la précédente et permet la structuration
da dialogue en sous-unités hiérarchisées, c'est i dire en échanges
de niveaux différents.

Although message content is considered by ES as one of

the components of communicative events, this is an aspect which

has been ignored in many of the analyses. Nevertheless, it is

interesting to point out that Hymes mentions topic as an

essential part of the speaker's communicative competence in the

sense that for many communicative events "members of a group

know what is being talked about, and when what is being talked

aboui has changed, and manage maintenance, and change, of

topic'. (Hymes 1972b: 60).

Because of the dictionary definition of the concept topic as
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"a particular subject that you write «bout w discuss"2, it has been

sometimes identified with two otter concepts from classical

literary theory: plot Ma story*. The most important difference

between topic m used in te linguistic analysis of discourse ami

plot or story is that the two latter concepts incorporate aa idea of

order in the whole stt of propositions underlying the teit. ID the

cas« of plot the order is based on relations of causality among

the propositions, With the concept of aory the emphasis is

placed on relations of chronology among the propositions

underlying the teit.

For the purposes of the present analysis the concept of

topic will be appealed to whenever the participants in an

interaction agree (implicitly or explicitly) on the introduction of

an addition to the constellation of reforms being touted about,

which constituted the "topic framework" (Brown and Yule 1983)

up until that point in the conversation. The point of view

adopted, then, is intended to account for the existence of a

stries of metalinguistic devices for establishing boundaries

between topics without ignoring the progressive construction of

coherence throughout an interaction.

2 Collia» (|y«7)

3 See, for ioiUtce, Förster (1927), Boulloo <1'.'75)
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3.U.Tini

One of the MUÍ basic faç« of talk is that it Is organized in
"̂

a system of reciprocal actions through which the roles of

speaker awl listener are exchanged. One of the reasons why the

turn system might be of interés* to the analyst is that it is Mit a

particular type of organisation restricted to verbal interaction.

In this sense it is interesting to see how the task of eichanging

information by means ol language is affected by the fact that

participants are expected to täte turns. Sacks et at. (1978: 8)

express this idea in the following words:

(.. ) M investigator interested to some sort of activity (hat is
organized by a turn-takiag system will waul to determine «Aether,
how, «MÍ how auch the sort of activity investigated is adapted to,
or constrained by, the particular form of turn-takiag sysfen
operating on it.

Research on the mechanics of turn management has

concentrated on the kind of devices inter "tants use to make of

interaction such a highly synchronized activity4. Concepts such

as transition relevance place, backch'Mntl and adjacency pair are

aii related to interactional phenomena of local turn

management. The concept of transition relevance place serves the

ethnomethodologists to explain how the next speaker is able to

begin a new tarn white avoiding overlap or silence. According to

Sec, for insuoce, Goodwin tul.



Sacks « o¿ (197SX mm consist of one or more than not

information units defined both in structural (i.e. sentences)

and/or prosodie terras (tone units). The boundaries between two

information units are potential transition points for the next

speaker m contribute to the conversation. With the concept of

backchannet the eihnometbodologists are able to distinguish

between those türm which provide new i n formation to the

conversation, on which the next speaker can build up his/her

turn, and those turns through which the speaker indicates (í)

understanding of the previous turn and of its incomplete nature

and (ii) unwillingness to contribute to the conversation with new

information (e.g. »a», OB«, I tee). The term adjacency pair is

used to distinguish those sequences of two related turns in which

the first part of the pair creates some definite expectations

about the nature of the second (e.g. question-answer;

complaint-apology).

Besides the mechanical aspect of inve*tigating tow talk is

constrained by turns (studied at length by CA practitioners),

there is another aspect related to the turn system which has

deserved the attention of ethnographers. This is the kind of

rules of interaction that apply to different speech events in the

tame speech community and the rales for the same event across

different communities. The goal fa this ease to not the system

per m but rather what the system shows about social structure in

a community.
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The interest in the use of tura m a unit of description of

verbal interaction lies in the fact tint it ou be defined

independently of interpretation. A tura is a stretch of speech

uttered at one time by one interactant in response m and/or in

demand of a contribution by another ioteractant. The extension

of turas as ««II at their distribution throughout the interaction

is useful objective information which can corrobarate or deny

interpretations about role relationships.

3.1.4. Sptacfc act

The concept of speech act has its origin in the work of the

philosopher J.L Austin (1962). The foundations that he laid

were subsequently developed by Searle (1969). The central

around which speech act theory develops is that to speak

not onry neu toying ¿ometbing but ateo doing something. The

concept of action applied to speech production involves three

different aspect*: (i) the intention of the specter w perform a

specific act (itiocutùm); (ii) the actuat realization of the act



(locvüun); and (iii) the of this action m its receiver

Ht potentiality of this conception for the analysis of talk

is that it allow* us to base a description on a minimal unit

outside grammar. At the same time, however, speech act is a

unit which implicates both rules of grammar (locution) and

rules of social and cognitive conduct (illocution and

perlocution). The problem that the concept of speech act is

intended to solve is expressed by Searle (1969: 17) in the

following words:

(...) « theory of la.iguage is pul of a theory of action, ¿imply
because specking m » rule-governed fora of behaviour. NOW,
being rute-goveraeJ it has formal features that admit of
independent study. But • study purely of those formal features,
without « »tudy of their role ia speech acu, would be like ttudy of
the curreocy and credit systems of economics without « study of
the role of currency and credit ia economic transactions.

Since the concept involves both grammar and social

conduct, it h/is been adopted by disciplines with different

objectives. For DA speech acts are the lowest units in which

discourse can be structured and they ate defined not only on the

basis of their illocutionary force but also taking into account the

syntag™ ",ic structure in which they appear. The innovation

introduced by DA in connection with early speech act theory is

that the analysis of verbal action ú situated in a specific context.

Speech act theory as it was proposed by Austin and Searle

seems to bate the functional intepretation of utterances on the

-92-
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presen« or absence of • series of iltocutionary forcé indicating

devices including explicit perfomatives tike I «nier, 1 apetefiat

as well » the main sentence types (i.e. imperative, interrogative

and declarative). However, il te been shown that it is possible

to find utterances whose illocutionery force doe« not correspond

with ihc force assigned to it, baseo on toe sentence type or the

presence of i performative. Thus the utterance May I ata yo» to

siga her*?, in spite of the presence of the performative 'ask* and

the interrogative »entence-form, is understood as a directive

rather than as a request for confirmation. This type of

utterances are described as indirect speech acts. We can say,

therefore, that the functional interpretation of an utterance

(toes not depend exclusively on the presence of the inclusion of

a series of items. It also depends on the sequential structure of

turns as well as on the situational context in which the u ueranee

appear*.

For ES the speech act is also the minimal unit of the set

speech situation > speech event > speech act. What the

ethnographers question, howewr, is the relevance of the

speaker's intentions for the definition of the function of a

segment of talk. In general, researchers working in this

direction are interested in discovering the relationhip between

the notion of communicative action and local theories of

communication and interpretation ( Du ran 11 1988: 222).
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Explanatory concepts

3J.1. Priïciplti aad MUÍ»»

Ile concept of principles/mmims appears in the literature

on pragmatics as a possible option to the concept of rules.

According to scholars like Grice (1975), Brown and Levtnson

(1978), Leech (1983) and Sperber and Wilson (1986), among

others, the difference between a principle/maxim and a rule is

that whereas rules are basically conventional, principles/maxims

are based on conversational goals and, therefore, they have a

non-conventional nature. Leech (1983: 8) points out a series of

rurther differences: *

The kind of coastraiats un linguistic behaviours exemplified by
Grice's CP (Cooperative Principle) differs fro« the kind of rate
oornuliy forauialed in liaguulics, or for that »aller h logic, ia a
niHBberofway». (...)

(a)Principles,'aaxin» apply variably to different coateas of
laafuate use.

(b)PriaciplcVauui«& apply ia variable degrees, rather than ia aa
all-or-aolhiag way.

(c)PriacipleVBUUB« caa coaflict with oae aaother,

(d)Priacipki/naxiaw caa be coatraveaed without abacgatioa of
the kiad of «clivity they control.

The common idea among the pragmáticas working within

this analytical framework Is that in setting up the principles

upon which language k used they are providing not only a way

of explain^ ig bow utterances are linked in conversation, but also

44-



lociiil relationship* art GO'Mtnicted (Brown and Levinson

1978:60).

PriocipleVmaximi ara usually formulated « norm» m be

followed by the language user. Thfa fact explains the imperative

mood la which they are presented. Um, Grice's Cooperative

Principle, for «ample, consists of the following general

statement which is tenter divided into four maxims (quantity,

quality, relation tad manner)5:

Make your coMribtitiot mcb at it required, •! ike Map at which
il occur«, by ike accepted pwpoce or uircclkia of the tall
cichaafc • which yo* un e«fi|ed (quoted fro» LCVIIMM 198?-
Ml)

Whereas Grice's Cooperative Principle and Sperber and

Wilson's Principle of Relevance are essentially aimed at solving

the problem of how understanding is achieved (i.e. the question

of informativeness), other works like Drown and Levinson

(1978) and Leech (1983) are examples of how the same

analytical apparatus can he applied to explain the construction

of social relationships6. One of the best examples te what they

define *« PrtllMtn**« «MS»» •!% ssa POÎÎÎCCCÎS Principle

(1983) for • M JcvtlopOK»! of the5 SeeOrice(1975)«ad

^^ *î ff-ï^jal·l^waoiicr Hive r riimpic.

6 It » •Mfiï·iy M ackMnvkdfc that this idea b already »ugfuted ia

Grice (1975).



respectively, and which can be stated it the following way

(Leech 1933:81):

(i) KlttuuK («her tUap bci>§ equal) tat cxpreuioi of
wpofoebelkf».

(H) MawBÎK (other thiaat beteg equal) tac expreuio« of poUte
k.U_(.

It should be said that the principles/maxims operating in

language use must not be understood as a series of prescriptive

norms which speakers must follow in every situation. In fact,

speakers very often do not abide by them. However, this does

not invalidate the existence of certain norms, because it is

precisely through the assumption of the presence of the

principle/maxim that the contravention of it becomes

meaningful. Hie listener's task in this case involves looking for

the reasons which have made the speaker decid«; to break a

specific principle, and this is what makes him/her arrive at the

meaning with which the utterance was intended.

A slightly different understanding of the notion of

principles/maxims can bf found in Widdowson (1944: 234*235),

when he attempts to characterize the language user's "capacity

for realizing the indexical value of language elements in the

communicative process". According to the author, the

correlations form-function and form-notion cannot be

explained in terms of rule?,, but rather in terms of "guidicg

schemata of sorts, habitual frames of reference and

-96-
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communicative routine« «MM we tel* genermlixed from
previous occasions of language use and which «ve exploit as

useful approximations m reality".

The concept of f ace as an analytical tool for explaining

interaction was first suggested by Goffman (1967) in order to

explain certain universal features of social conduct. He defines

face as "the positive social value a person effectively claims for

himself by the line others assume be has taten during a

particular contact" (Goffman 1967: 5).

According to Goffman the social individual, in order to

behave in society, "is taught to be perceptive, to have feelings

attached to self and a self expressed through face, to have pride,

honor, anJ dignity, to have considerateness, to have tact and a

certain amount of poise* (Goffman 1967: 44). Although

Goffman does not restrict the application of his concept of face

to the analysis of pure linguistic actions, it becomes clear that

the use of lanpage in social encounters is one of the basic

'actions' through which people can accomplish these tasks.

Taking Goffman's concepts of face and face-work as "the

actions taken by a person to nuke whatever he is doing

consistent with his face" (1967:12), Brown and Levinson (1978)

developed a theory of politeness strategies used in vtrbal

-97-
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positive and negative faç«. According M these authors a perwn'i

public face has two aspecu. The positive aspect (i.e. posmve

/a«) is the desire to be accepted H § normal, contributing

member of the social group. The negative aspect (i.e. negative

fact) has to do with the person's rights to act freely and not to

be imposed by otters. Brown and Levinson distinguish four

categories of politeness strategies depending on the risk of

losing face:

(i) Bald on record, involving very little risk of losing face.

(it) Positive politeness, addressed to the hearer's posttve face

(his/her desire to be thought of as a contributing member of the

social group).

(iii) Negative politeness, directed to the bearer's negative face

(his rights to independence and freedom of action).

(iv) Off record, introducing ambiguity in connection with the

impositive nature of the request; the decision is left to the

hearer.

The concept of face and the use Brown and Levinson nuke

of it is important in the sense that it provides a clear social and

rational basis to Leech's (1983) Politeness Principle. It

represents one of the first attempts MI describe systematically

the subtleness of linguistic action as the product of social and

rational thinking, and with a cross-cultural range of

applicability. The foundation of their theory is defined in the

following way:

46-
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3JJ. St rattfks

One of the concepts that has appeared with great frequrncy

in the previous section is that of strategics. The absence of any

further precision to the way in which Brown and Levinson

(1978) use this concept takes us directly to the meaning of the

dictionary. The definition that best fits in with the meaning

intended in this research is the following: The art of planning

the best way to achieve something or to be successful in a

particular activity"7 . In this sense stnuegy could be a synonym of

tactics, with clear connotations of conscious planning and even

plotting. However, as Tannen (1989: IS) says, the term, in its

linguistic sense, does not include the previous -annotations, and

"is used simply to convey a systematic way of using language".

The important aspect of the notion of strategy b that it involves

Colli«
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a «ries of systematic steps, morè m less conscious, with aa

intended outcome

The concept appear» very often ia the literature OB second

and foreign language learning MI account for errors nude by

learners8. Tarone tf aL (1983: 5), for example, define

communication strategy as "a systematic attempt by the learner to

express or decode meaning in the target language, in situations

where the appropriate systematic target language rule« have not

been formed*.

The definition of the concept which is of interest in the

present analysis is one which is not circumscribed to those

efforts made oy the language learner to make up for lack of

competence in the target language. Therefore, our definition of

strategy is more in the line of Gumperz ( 1982a) and Brown and

Levinson (1983). It refers to the speaker's and listener's

systematic use of linguistic and general socio-cultural knowledge

to achieve their intended goals when producing or interpreting a

message in a given context. A strategy can only be successful if

the participants in an interaction share some linguistic

experience which they can rely on in order to make either the

necessary projection of meaning (in the case of the speaker) or

See Ñau!»*« (1990) for • trrinr of tone of ibc literature <M the

coaccp« of ktralety
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necessary inferences 10 interpret the other'» intent (ió the

case of the listener).

Gu ropera 'i undemanding of the concept of strategies can

be seen in the following extract to which te proposes an

approach to conversation analysis which, among other things,

takes into account the factor of using linguistic and other

knowledge strategically in order to achieve certain goals:

A speaker orieated approach to «»venation, «a ike other baad,
fócate« directly em the strategics that gmera the actor** we of
lexical, grammatical, aoctoimfwauk aad etaer kaowtedfe ta tac
productioa aad iaterpretatioa of menâtes in coaieit. (...) UM
aaaiysl's task k Mi aukc an hi depth ttady of selected iasufces of
verbal iaieractioa, obterve whether or not acton uadertuad each
other, eKeM participaat's iaterpretatioA of what foet oa, aad thea
(a) deduce the social atsamptioas that speakers OMS« haw
ia order to act as they do, aad (b) determie« empirically how
liagutttic tifas commaaicate ia the interpretatioa process.
(Gnapcrz 1982*: 35-36)

Because of the linguistic bias of the present research, the

emphasis of the analysis presented in the foi lowing chapters will

be placed on the second aspect pointed out in the preceding

quote, that is the description of the linguistic resources used in

outer to achieve a specific goal.

3.2.4. laforMliviry

The notion of informativity arises from the fact that

language (spoken or written) is linearly organised (i.e. we can

only speak or write one word at a time). It presents two aspects

•Ml-
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which need ro fet ttken into account when trying M apply fi to

analyses of natural data: the first aspect involves the amount of

old and at« information that is being introduced in the

meuage; the second aspect has to do with the way in which this

information is presented both n the level of discourse and at

the level of the utterance.

One of the systematic attempts to study the first aspect is

De Beaugrande ami Dressier (1981). These authors present

informativity as one of the seven basic constitutive principles

"which define and create the form of behaviour identifiable as

textual communicating" (1981: 11). By using the adjective

"constitutive" they want to emphasize the fact that if one of

these principles is defied, the activity known as textual

communication breaks down. According to these authors the

concept "designates the extent to which a presentation is new or

unexpected for the receivers" (1981:139) and it usually has to do

with the notion of content.

The second aspect centres around the notions of

thtmaiiuuion, at the level of the utterance (Halliday 1967), and

staging, a concept which was introduced by Grimes to study the

linear organization of discourse as a whole. His argument is as

follows:

'Every cl»ntc, icMcact, paragraph, cpiwdc, and discourse it
organized afOMá • particular eleackî that is take* at ill poiw of
departure. Il k a» ibonfh Ac speaker present* what he watts lo
say fro* a particular perspective' (Griaws 1973:323).



The ¡merest of tus concept (a actual analyses of reaJ

interactions caa It seen in (1987: 28-29). This author

includes information state m oat of the planes of discourse which

mmt lie taken into account in order MI analyse discourse

markers lile yeta, «è» I BMM, ye* k»0», etc. According to her,

at this level of discourse speaker and nearer are considered in

their cognitive capacities, that is. the ways in which they

organize and manage their knowledge about the world and also

what they know about their own and the other's knowledge of

the world (i.e. their meta-knowledge). The relevance of the

notion of informativity in the structure of interactions is pointed

out in the following way:

(...) allbouch iaforautioe stale involves speakers aad hearers in
tbeir cofutive capacities, tbere is s'.ill aa inleractioaal relevaacc
to kaowiedfe aad neta-kaowledfe. Because discourse iavoives
the ttdMift of iaioraatioa, kaowkdte aad aiela-kaowkdfe are
coasiaatly ia fliu, at are degrees of certainty aad
ialtCDce.(SckiffrÍB 1987: n\

From what has been said abov«, it is clear that the concept

of informativity involves (i) the cognitive aspects related to

information relevance, ordering of events and coherence, and

(ii) the grammatical and rhetorical means available in every

language in order to transform this cognitive structure into a

coherent and cohesive text.
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The concept of inference appears io the literature OB

semantic aspects of language to account for the fact that there

are certain aspects of the meaning of naturally appearing

utterances that cannot he explained by exclusive reference to

their truth conditions and the meanings of their individual

words and the grammatical relationships among them. In the

words of Gumperz ( 1989: 1):

Infcrenciag (...) involves hypothesis-like tentative assessments of
coBBiuicalivc iaicM, IBM it the listener's interpretation of what
the speaker seeks la convey, in rouf hly illocutioaary (eras. These
assessments can be validated only in relation to other backf round
assumptions, «Ml not in tenas of absolute truth-value.

This concept immediately poses the problem of the kind of

knowledge that the listener needs to have in order to make

these hypotheses about communicative intent, and whether this

knowledge can be tracked down to formal aspects of utterances.

The answer to this question requires us to distinguish among

three kinds of shared knowledge between speaker and listener:

(i) knowledge •bout the meaning and usage of the different

levels of the linguistic code (i.e. phonology, morphology, syntax,

semantics, prosody) and the different registers, varieties or even

languages; (ii) knowledge about a series of principles of

conversation which have been described as cooperative principle

(Grice W15), conversational principles (Leech 1983), principle of
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/riev«ice (Sperber and Wilson (1986); fill» knowledge «bout the
extra-linguistic world.

The difference between the first kind of knowledge and the

otter two it that whereas in the latter two types the speaker

relies on the listener's search for coherence, in the forner type

the speaker requires that a series of conventional cues be

present in the utterance in order for the listener to nuke the

intended inferences. In Gumperz (1919: 2) these cues are

identified as contfttualization am primarily functioning at the

following levels of speech production: (i) prosody (i.e.

intonation, stress or accenting, and pitch register shifts); (ii)

paralinguistic signs (i.e. tempo, pausing and hesitation, and

conversational synchrony); (iii) choice of code (e.g. code/style

switching, phonetic, phonological and aiorphosyntactic variants);

and (iv) choice of lexical forms or formulaic expressions (e.g.

opening or closing routines, metaphors).

To sum up, pragmàtic inference is not to be identified with

the concept of universal deductive inference. Rather, it refers to

tentative interpretations based on different kinds of knowledge

which are not necessarily (and most probably they ere not)
universal.
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3 J. Folk intttKioiu about lámate lite

After this overview of the concepts which appear to be

most useful for the kind of analyste intended in this project, it

might be of interest to the applied linguist to explore the degree

to which they correspond MI the intuitions of non-expert native

speakers.

If we follow Verschueren's assura nion (IMS) that verbal

behaviour, as any other type of social activity, cannot be fully

understood without an attempt to grasp the wav it is

conceptualized by those engaging in it, we need to see how the

naïve speaker views his/her verbal actions. The attempt could be

defined as one which tries to see whether the 'etic' categories

set up by analysts of conversation coincide with the 'ètnic*

categories used by the speakers of the language. Hie relevance

of this ethnographic method in teaching methodology has been

pointed out in Robinson ( 1985: 57):

Faaaograpay is ato a valuable tool for obuiaiaf cultural
iaforautioa oa how to teach, e.g., how 10 orgaauc iostructioa so
as to isipkaKai cultural diversity aad traataii cultural goals. For
eiaaiple, Chapter 3 discuased how differeat cultures have
differcM preferred arates of presc-tiaf aad rrspoadiag to

oa. It was tuajested ihal cTxtive sacihodologies ia
. tecoad laaguagr aad foreifa 'laguagf progriau build a

\ between the hosie aad school cultures.

In order to obtain that kind of information five individuals

were «elected out of the more than twenty that took part in the

tape-recording sessions. One of the individuals was a professor
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and the rest graduate students, three male and one female. They

were informed in advance that i «ras going to ask t Hero a few

questions about what they thought about conversation in general

and their own recorded conversations in particular. The

interviews were tape-recorded but, owing to my previous

acquaintance with the subjects, the atmosphere was quite

relaxed. They were asked first to listen to the recording wbile

simultaneously reading the transcript of the conversation in

which they nad taken part. After this stage was completed, we

engaged in a conversation based on the following questions,

which were to serve as guidelines:

1. What do you think of the conversation you have just heard?

2. If you had to divide the conversation into different parts (e.g.

styles, topics, things that happen, etc), how would you do it?

3. When you engage in this type of conversation, do you care

about anything in particular?

4. How would you define the other person and yourself in terms

of the way you participate in the com e nation?

5. What is your idea of engaging in a conversation?

6. Who is a good conversationalist in your opinion? Describe

the behaviour of someone you enjoy talking to?

7. What kind of conversations do you engage in as part of your

everyday life?

8. Tell me about your conversational experience both as a

non-native speaker and as a native speaker interacting with

non-native speakers?
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The Und of open questions used is the on* favoured by

experienced ethnographers (SíviMe-Troike, 1Q82); the

information to be obtained is of two ryp«s: (I) hierarchically

structured categories», and (ii) sets of features ^fining eecb

category. SaviHe-Troike (1982: IB*ISO) proposes the following

methodology:

A possible initia) step in data collection is selecting a drataia or
genre, «ad then asking (recunivcK), *WhM kiad o^ s are
th'-rc?' DM »ighi ask "What kind of ÍMVÍÍS are there?1, foi
lasiaece; if the rcspoue were 'Frieatlîy insults aod uifrkcdly
insult*', s U non question would be 'Wbi' k:nJ of frieodly iniuJts
are theref etc. This step b usüialiy aiiktwc^ by quesiious which
clicil !h= dioscnttion» which i'jc speaker is usi?,g for conparbon
•nd cool rast: t.g. 'lo what '»ay are (bese 'wo Ihinici/acü/events
differeni?' How are "Ley the same/"Of the« three which two are
more alike and ia what way?MHow does the third differ from
then?'

The first thing that caroe out in the icrervtew was the

awarenrsi of the difference between spoken and wrnten

discourse (e.g. "I rci)li/ed how much people tend to run on

sente net:» or jump arojnd without finishing them.*), and the

degree of 'informality' present in everyday spoken discourse

(e.g. "In formal discussions -onfcssional or business issues,

answering a qucs!ionn>ire- you tiss fur ;nore measured

termino!og>, you are more careful to follow the grammatical

rules").

Dividing the event imo different parts or sections was not

an easy ts.sk for the ¿ubjccts Topic sec in«, ta be the ¿rosi

relevant aspect, although ¡t is interesting to find out 'het es

relevant as topic is what h done mih the topis, e.g. presets the
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tapie, discuss, sum up. Thi» would appear m agree with the

norms of classical rhtMkk «AM divide ta* exposi:ion of •

snhjccí into those three put. Three of ;he interviewees

recognized a section of 'business ant! another section in which

the other participant Vent off îhe main subject. They also

mentioned a stage they defined as 'working back to the main

point', a process» requiring a cer.ain skill on the part of one of

the participants («.g. "! try to bring him back if he goes off).

Conclusion is the last section, the main function of which is to

sum up and clarify the outcome of the conversation and,

possibly, fix some future action (meeting again, for example).

It is interesting to sec- thgt one of the subjects conceived

stages in the conversation in terms of the prevalent mood. In the

conversation we listened to, he only distinguished an initial

period of "anxiety and distance" (reflected in the use of forma!

language) which later shifted to a more "relaxed and friendly"

atmosphere. My interpretation of this is that the idea of style

plays a significant role in conversation, and in some cases it may

overwhelm the primacy of subject. In other words, it may very

well happen that participants in a certain situation orient their

behaviour is reactions not so much to *%hat one says but to the

attitude that person shows in saying it, through the use of a

specific style

Among the aspects to which one must pay attention when

engaging in the type of conversation being studied, the idea of

.11*.
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difference te «HM appear* 10 b« of «treme Infor on«

ihn i* reflected more in content than io form (e.g. 1 must think

carefully whai ! say not to offend kin*; "It's more important

what 1 say and when than how I say it.*). As important as the

power relationship is the presentation of self (e.g. "The use of

technicalities reflects insecurities, I need to demonstrate my

credibility so that she will listen to me"; *! want him to respect

ne" - in both cases the quotations are from students). A third

relevant aspect in this type of conversational event was the goal.

The n¿ed to get something definite out of the interaction seems

to impose certain strategic movements on the side of the student

such as having a clear "agenda" (mentally or in notes) of the

things to talk about (e.g. "It's important fur me everything 1

want to say and that all gets said"; "I always go to the office with

a clear agenda"), or making specific conversational moves that

help clarify the purpose ("I make clear what I wanna get out of

the conversation''; "I need to make sure he understands the

reason why I'm talking to him").

Asking the subjects to define the other participant and

themselves in terms of the way they participate in the

conversation was a way of trying to find out on who« kind of

impressions judgments about people are based. "Taking a back

seat" (not saying much) is considered to be a sign of respect in

this situation from the point of view of the student's behaviour.

Uneasiness and anxiety are signalled in different ways: taking

s, having questions written down, using formal expressions
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Mi mark wcw/ Attnei (e .̂ "StwJcnu come in and call roe

doaor m profeuor and they automatically put rae in a position

of superiority % doing that"); laughter in one cue wts

acknowledged by one of the subjects as a tip of anxiety (e.g. "I

use laughter a lot when I'm nervous, when I'm not talking with

someone who is my equal."). Definitions such as "wordy, spacy,

loves to talk, dominates/leads conversation" were all used to

define the same persoa by different subjects, the emphasis tore

being on the distribution of talk. In other cases définitions such

as "talks in an open way, easy person to talk to because he

always has something to say; she doesn't have his level of

intellectual confidence and that makes her a little more

hesitant* refer more to the need for understanding and

relatedness among the participants.

When talking about their idea of enpging in a

conversation three of the five subjects brought up the fact that

the answer depended on the type of conversation, which means

that there are different cultural scripts for different events,

depending on which behaviour is judged. When asked about

what they understood by 'ideal conversation' all of them pointed

out the need îm reciprocity in giving and taking ideas, feelings,

facts, stories, «tc. (e.g. "Reciprocal wish M offer something to be

shared"; "Conversation is two ways*). Creating an affective

atmosphere is ato an important ingredient for conversation to

work out. This can be appreciated in the type of answers I

obtained relating w the subjects' Mea of the 'good
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conversationalist': "Good conversations arc intimat«, in one

level it could be almost intellectually affectionate*; "By

definition a conversationalist is somebody who interacts

affectively with another person in an exchange of ideas, stories,

comments, and so on.". Summing up, we conclude that what the

participant looks for in • conversation is time and space to give

his/her own information and take that of the others, and all this

in an affective atmosphere which will enhance the willingness to

understand and accept. Only one subject mentioned the need for

"order and organization, logic and rationality", hut even in this

case she said that sometimes she prefers "to relax and not he so
analytical".

In mentioning the different types of conversational events

the subjects engage in during their daily lives, it became clear

that the relationship between the participants is the decisive

factor. This relationship refers to both the degree of

acquaintance with the other person and to the social rates the

individuals have in respect to each other (e.g. "differences have

a lot to do with the relationship 1 have with that person"; "I have

a lot of different rote when engaging in conversation (student,

teaching assistant, student colleague)". The only clear division

the subjecti established was between goal oriented and non-goal

oriented conversations. One subject pointed to the difference

between talking about things and talking about people,

suggesting the impression thai tN first type it mere common in

an academic setting.
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When, in the last pan of the interview, the sutyçcts talked

•bout their experience « non-native speakers interacting with

native speakers of a language or, viceversa, their experience as

native speakers of the language interacting with non-native

speakers, four of them acknowledged the intimate relationship

between language tot and presentation of ttlf. They aisa

pointed out their increasing awareness of this relationship» in

situations where the speaker b not totally competent in the

language (e.g. "when talking in Spanish my personality is

obscured in the sense I can't express ideas or feelings I have in

as complex or subtle a way as 1 can in English*; "when

interacting with non-native speakers 1 am aware of their anxiety,

reflected in hesitancy, timidity, insecurity, produced by their

reluctance to not be perceived as equal"; 'some people seem to

haw another personality when they speak another language";

"there's the constant worry of being misunderstood; you have so

less in common coming from another culture that even basic

understanding is not so basic").

A brief recapitulation of this section shows us the

relevance for naive speakers of some of toe methodological

tools introduced previously in this chapter. Although perhaps

not precisely in those words, concepts such as style, topic, goal,

role, status, turn-distribution, scripts, participants' relationship,

presentation of self seem to be part of the language-users'

conception of language. This coincidence, however, does not

mean in any way that tbe applied linguist should rely on naive
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iA^ î̂ É pbtaomcA. in order ft provin

account of verbal inunction. Rithtr, they ibould wrve n

MA through «Mi reflection upon verbal interaction could he
stirted.
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CHAPTER m ELEMENTS FOR A TAXONOMY OF

COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE

4.0. Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to suggest an approach to the

analysis of verbal interaction which could combine th«

explanatory strength in terms of specific linguistic strategies

triggered off in each interactional circumstance with a dynamic

concept of situated meaning, that is to say meaning as the

product of context and negotiation.

The analytical framework which will be presented below is

based on a modular view of communicative competence

proposed in Cfeoaie and Swain (1980) ami CanaJe (1983).

According to this view, tî«e kinds »»f knuwltUgi and s.ùils that

speakers require to be considered competent in a language can

be divided into four groups: grammatical, sociolingüístic,
discount and strategic.

•IIS-



4.1. A description of Unnwg« use

Language use can be described from two different points of

view: (i) what the user must know to order to use that language,

and (¡i) How, where and why the user activates a particular aras

of this knowledge in specific instances of language behaviour.

From the point of view of language acquhitioc, the interest ia

the study of language me lies mainly in the second aspect, that

is to say in tne user's "capacity foi realizing the indexkal value

of language elements ia the communicative process"
(Wtddowson, 1984: 234).

The option of studying actual performance rather than

competence forces the analyst to face the problem of having to

live without mies which establish univoca! correlations between

form and function and form and notion. The user's intuitions as

well as the detailed analysis of the data give rise to the idea that

the basis for language use is not so much a matter of rule

government but rather a matter of internalized fuzzy "schemes

of prediction and expectation" generalized and exploited as

"iweful approximation to reality" (Widoowson, I$g4: 235).

What I mean by this is ¡hat the analyst should be prepared

to cope with the following Meas suggested in lucker (1986: Si):

(i) ;i if doubtful whether there is a finite set of speech acts; (ii)

it is even more doubtful whether speech actions can be pnafped

OHM utterance units aid viceversa; (iii) utterance units cannot



I» defined a JMÉMÍ without taking into account the Junction

fcttag fxrforroed in the actual «te«»«««, I¿ !• »^ «^

productive» ind true to the speaker's intuitions, M» conceive of

language use m a punctual need to cope with an 'interactional

requirement' which the user fcilfiiïi ̂  wtotcvtr tools he has

M hand. It is often the case that weta confronted with a specific

'requirement' the user is able to rtcall simiiar past experiences

of language we in which he/she had to face the same kind of

problem. One of the clearest examples of this can he found in

all the communicative routines that are part of our everyday

Uves, from an exchange of greetings zo the opening and erasing

of a telephone conversation. However, side by side with this

capacity to recall and apply u nana I y zed linguistic segments

learned as communicative routinei1, there is also the possibility

for the speaker to use his/her innate creative capacity, and utter

See Piwlcy »„d Syder (I9Í3: 20$-21S) ot Ike tf¡MÍBeiHM be t wee a

«emori/cd *qucncei Cttrtop whkk 'be speaker «i bearer is capabk

of co«icwii»ly Miscmbuug et iDary^ng, bul whlcb uo matí occasion

«T me «te resiled m «bofes or as MiMttfkally cb..Md iiri«p-) aBd

leiicalued scueMc ueai fa co.pktc teiueac« »ir, »ore coaoonlv
^*r^*^m*0wnnj y

«• c«p,Cum. whkk » «MM»}« te« ikM . compk.e «we««'

*kfek (i)bai . «eMWf wbkk ii mt (M.%| preeieiaMe fro« il§

tstm, (it) bekwei m • utetaMl Mil f«t cert*« syndic

Md (iii»detect • waftiag wkich u cullur4lly recognized).
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a ocw forn: or one which differs substantially

from t hat which would normally te expected to « «emi.
situation.

The basis for the analysis of language use cannot te found

i« tte possible range of utterances present M OM stage of tte

soa¥t;«ttoB but ratter in tte 'interactional requirement«' with

which tte user is confronted throughout a conversation. It is in

tte light of these problems thtt tte different linguistic segments

«list te explained and classified. Tte interaction itself will

allow us to sec how successful tte strategy applied has been in

helping tte speaker to mtet tte 'requirement*.

To tte possible argument that tte requirements' which tte

Malytt decides to work with may te biased by his/her system of

values, ideology or presuppositions, and tatt, therefore, there

can te as many descriptions as investigators, I would suggest,

just as Schegloff does ( iftt: 21), that descriptions of language

we must te grounded "in tte cremations of tte participants' in

tte interaction itself. Tte analyst's task rrust te to find out how

Wfeewf»i a se-^cnt of talk is in rem.r-ing « specific outcome,

and whether tte orientation that he/she initaily assigned to it is

coherent throughout tte interaction.

If we are tu ic!I the foreign languaie learner m MÍJ- fe»*

«ad when but ate WE/ m uso a specific utterance we must aim

MM only foi § description eut ate for M explanation of tte

This explanation can only be found in the ipecific

•lit*



the practices of ordinary

42» A taxonomy of coM«uaÍcatlve competence

In setting up • taxonomy of communionive compétence

based on a function«! perspective such as the one proposed

above, it to necessary to consider fini whether the kind of

'requirements' the language user must cope with belong to

different "modes of meaning" or functional components of the

semantic system (Halliday 1978). The question b whether we

need to speak of a general communicative competence which to

acquired as a whole by the child in his/her process of becoming

a social being, or whether it might he better to speak of an

acquired pragmatic knowledge of language UM which is added m

the grammatical knowledge the basic structures of which are
innate2.

In spile of the two different perspective« M language

acquisition mentioned in the previous paragraph, it to necessary

m fay that describing and »«plaining verbal interaction to MM

the »âme as accounting for the way language to acquired. The

taxonomy of communicative competence presented in this

U. «ft

•IP--



Ü» m m «plain ¡be
t* goal k ü w up t« analytical framework

9t integrating the different peculiar phenomena

efcuwid % At researcher during a verbal inunction.

The approach that will be presented in this chapter U

htitd oo • modular conception of cwwmittoifvt competence

wMch v^w talk m tht product of a combin.t.on of different

units belonging m different 'modes of meaning" (Halliday 197S),

» (Ktfomt4>rtccflioni IM7) or "itnicttifts" (Schien
3. Haliidiy (mi: 113) mutions traasítivity, moda I i íy and

as CAimples of the need to distinguish among different

•nodes of meaning". Whereas tiansitivity would be classified

into the ideat.onal mode of meaning, modality would belong to

the interactional mode and theme to the textual mode.

Kertïrat-Orecehioni (1987: 321) stresses the need for a

stratification^ ipprow^ to analysing verbal interaction, and

distinguishes between the level of the exchange and the level of
the interaction.

Seebebw,

Sckiffri.',
«.U fer a •«• deuikd KCOUDI of HJlid·y'i «M!
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